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Abstract
By means of formal power series method and series rearrangement technique, the authors investigate and
establish several ordinary as well as basic (or q-) bivariate hypergeometric transformation and reduction
formulas. These latter formulas may be considered as basic (or q-) extensions of some recent results considered
by Lee et al. (Internat. J. Comput. Math. 78 (2001) 303–321) and Karlsson et al. (Internat. J. Math. Statist.
Sci. 9 (2000) 211–226). The bivariate hypergeometric series, which are considered in this paper, are closely
related to the familiar Appell and Kamp(e de F(eriet functions.
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1. Introduction, denitions and preliminaries
For a complex number  and a natural number n, let ()n denote the Pochhammer symbol (or the
shifted factorial, since (1)n = n! for n∈N0), de?ned by
()n :=
(+ n)
()
=
{
1 (n= 0;  = 0)
(+ 1) · · · (+ n− 1) (n∈N; ∈C)
(N0 := N ∪ {0}; N := {1; 2; 3; : : :}): (1.1a)
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Also, as usual, let rFs (r; s∈N0) denote a generalized hypergeometric series with r numerator
parameters a1; : : : ; ar and s denominator parameters b1; : : : ; bs, de?ned by (see, for example, [4,11])
rFs

 a1; : : : ; ar;
b1; : : : ; bs;
z

= ∞∑
k=0
(a1)k · · · (ar)k
(b1)k · · · (bs)k
z k
k!
; (1.1b)
provided that no zeros appear in the denominator on the right-hand side. If one of the numerator
parameters a1; : : : ; ar is a negative integer, then the series in (1.1) terminates and reduces to a
polynomial in z.
While evaluating some integrals involving products of two (or more) Laguerre polynomials:
L()n (x) :=
n∑
k=0
(
n+ 
n− k
)
(−x)k
k!
=
(
n+ 
n
)
1F1
[ −n;
+ 1;
x
]
;
Lee et al. [10] were led recently to an interesting hypergeometric transformation associated with
the Kamp(e de F(eriet function of two variables (see, for example, [3, p. 150]). This hypergeometric
transformation is known to unify and extend at least two familiar results for Appell functions (see,
for details, [10, p. 315]). Subsequently, Karlsson et al. [9] investigated several transformation and
reduction formulas which are closely related to the general hypergeometric transformation of Lee
et al. [10]. The main object of this sequel to the works of Lee et al. [9] and Karlsson et al. [10]
is to present basic (or q-) extensions of many of these bivariate hypergeometric transformation and
reduction formulas.
By means of Appell’s reduction formula [4, p. 79, Eq. 9.5(1)]:
2F1
[
a; b;
c;
x − y
1− y
]
= (1− y)a F1[a; b; c − b; c; x; y] (1.2a)
= (1− y)a
∞∑
i; j=0
(a)i+j(b)i(c − b)j
(c)i+j
xi
i!
y j
j!
; (1.2b)
Karlsson et al. [9, Section 2] gave the detailed proof of the following general hypergeometric
transformation, which was merely outlined by Lee et al. [10, p. 315].
Theorem 1 (Lee et al. [10, p. 315, Eq. (39)]).
∞∑
i; j=0
(a)i+j(b)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(c)i(c′)j
{x(1− y)}i
i!
{y(1− x)} j
j!
(1.3a)
=
∞∑
i; j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(a)i(b)i
(c)i
(a)j(b)j
(c′)j
xi
i!
y j
j!
: (1.3b)
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By applying the formal power series method to Theorem 1, we will successfully derive, in the
next section, a new double series transformation which may be considered as a generalization
of an equivalent version of Theorem 1, proven in [9]. Then the series rearrangement technique
would enable us in Section 3 to establish several bivariate hypergeometric reduction formulas as-
sociated with the Kamp(e de F(eriet function. The terminating basic (or q-) extensions of some of
these bivariate hypergeometric transformation and reduction formulas will be presented in Sections 4
and 5.
2. Formal power series method
Combining Theorem 1 with the formal power series method, we can prove the following termi-
nating double series transformation.
Theorem 2 (Extension of Karlsson et al. [9, p. 216, Eq. (1.12)]).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(a)i+j(b)i+j(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j(e)i+j(e′)i+j
(−m)i(e′ + n)i
i!(c)i
(−n)j(e + m)j
j!(c′)j
(2.1a)
=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i(a)i(b)i
i!(c)i(e)i
(−n)j(a)j(b)j
j!(c′)j(e′)j
: (2.1b)
For e = b and e′ = a, Theorem 2 reduces to an equivalent form of Theorem 1, given by
Corollary 1 (Karlsson et al. [9, p. 216, Eq. (1.12)]).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i(a+ n)i
i!(c)i
(−n)j(b+ m)j
j!(c′)j
(2.2a)
=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i(a)i
i!(c)i
(−n)j(b)j
j!(c′)j
: (2.2b)
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 can be proven by means of certain inversion techniques (cf., e.g.,
[5]) for formal power series. Indeed, for a nonnegative integer k and a complex parameter , the
binomial expansion gives us the following inverse series relations:
zk
(1− z)+k =
∞∑
‘=k
(+ k)‘−k
(‘ − k)! z
‘
and
zk =
∞∑
‘=k
(+ k)‘−k
(‘ − k)!
(−1)k+‘z‘
(1− z)+‘ :
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For a formal power series f(z) in z, we denote by [z‘=(1− z)+‘]f(z) the connecting coeKcient of
z‘=(1− z)+‘ in the expansion of f(z) in terms of the sequence {zk=(1− z)+k}∞k=0. Then we have[
z‘
(1− z)+‘
]
zk = (−1)‘ ()‘
‘!
(−‘)k
()k
(2.3a)
and [
z‘
(1− z)+‘
]
zi(1− z)j = (−1)‘ ()‘
‘!
(−‘)i(+ ‘)j
()i+j
; (2.3b)
where the last one (2.3b) is derived, in view of the Gauss summation theorem [4, p. 2, Eq. 1.2(1)],
from the following series manipulation:
[
z‘
(1− z)+‘
]
zi(1− z)j =
j∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
j
k
)[
z‘
(1− z)+‘
]
zi+k
=
j∑
k=0
(−1)i+‘
(
j
k
)
(+ i + k)‘−i−k
(‘ − i − k)!
=
(−1)‘−i
(‘ − i)!
()‘
()i
2F1
[−j; i − ‘;
i + ;
1
]
:
Next, for the sake of convenience, we denote by Eq(n) the expression numbered (n). Then the
connecting coeKcients displayed by[
xm
(1− x)e+m
]
xi = (−1)m (e)m
m!
(−m)i
(e)i
;
[
yn
(1− y)e′+n
]
y j = (−1)n (e
′)n
n!
(−n)j
(e′)j
and [
xm
(1− x)e+m
]
xi(1− x)j = (−1)m (e)m
m!
(−m)i(e + m)j
(e)i+j
;
[
yn
(1− y)e′+n
]
y j(1− y)i = (−1)n (e
′)n
n!
(−n)j(e′ + n)i
(e′)i+j
enable us to extract the connecting coeKcients of{
xm
(1− x)e+m
yn
(1− y)e′+n
}
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from (1.3a) and (1.3b), respectively, as displayed below:[
xm
(1− x)e+m
yn
(1− y)e′+n
]
Eq(1:3a) = (−1)m+n (e)m(e
′)n
m!n!
Eq(2:1a)
and [
xm
(1− x)e+m
yn
(1− y)e′+n
]
Eq(1:3b) = (−1)m+n (e)m(e
′)n
m!n!
Eq(2:1b);
which readily yield
Eq(2:1a) = Eq(2:1b):
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
3. Reduction formulas for double series
Theorem 3 (Double series transformation). For an arbitrary complex sequence {(j)}∞j=0, there
holds the transformation formula:
(c)m
(1− c′)m
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i(a)i
i!(c)i
(−n)j(b)j
j!(c′)j
(j) (3.1a)
=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j(b)i+j
(c′ − m)i+j(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i
i!
(−n)j
j!
(j): (3.1b)
Proof. By means of the Chu–Vandermonde summation theorem [11, p. 243, Eq. (III.4)]:
(1− c′ − j)m−i
(c + i)m−i
= 2F1
[−m+ i; c + c′ − 1 + i + j;
c + i;
1
]
= (−1)i (1− c
′)m
(c)m
(c)i(c′)j
(c′ − m)i+j ;
rewriting (3.1b) as a triple sum and then interchanging the order of summation, we may manipulate
(3.1b) as follows:
Eq(3:1b)=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(c)i(c′)j
(b)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i
i!
(−n)j
j!
(j)
· (−1)i2F1
[−m+ i; c + c′ − 1 + i + j;
c + i;
1
]
(c)m
(1− c′)m
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=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(c)i(c′)j
(b)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i
i!
(−n)j
j!
(j)
· (−1)i (c)m
(1− c′)m
m∑
‘=i
(−m+ i)‘−i(c + c′ − 1 + i + j)‘−i
(‘ − i)!(c + i)‘−i
=
m∑
‘=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)‘+j
(c)‘(c′)j
(−m)‘(−n)j
‘!j!
(b)j
(a+ b)j
(j)
· (c)m
(1− c′)m
‘∑
i=0
(−‘)i
i!
(b+ j)i
(a+ b+ j)i
:
Evaluating the last sum again by means of the aforementioned Chu–Vandermonde theorem:
2F1
[−‘; b+ j;
a+ b+ j;
1
]
=
(a)‘
(a+ b+ j)‘
(‘∈N0)
and simplifying the result, we get (3.1a).
When (j) ≡ 1, we may further reduce (3.1b) by setting i + j = k as follows:
Eq(3:1b)=
m+n∑
k=0
(b)k(c + c′ − 1)k
(a+ b)k(c′ − m)k (−1)
k
k∑
i=0
(
m
i
)(
n
k − i
)
=
m+n∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
m+ n
k
)
(b)k(c + c′ − 1)k
(a+ b)k(c′ − m)k ;
where we have used the Vandermonde convolution formula. Thus, in terms of hypergeometric series,
the following reduction formula has been established.
Corollary 2 (Reduction formula for double series).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i(a)i
i!(c)i
(−n)j(b)j
j!(c′)j
(3.2a)
=
(1− c′)m
(c)m
3F2
[−m− n; b; c + c′ − 1;
a+ b; c′ − m; 1
]
: (3.2b)
Now we recall the hypergeometric transformation (cf. [4, p. 22]):
3F2
[−m; a; b;
c; d;
1
]
=
(c − a)m
(c)m
3F2
[ −m; a; d− b;
1 + a− c − m; d; 1
]
;
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which can also be derived directly by using twice the aforementioned Chu–Vandermonde theorem
as follows:
3F2
[−m; a; b;
c; d;
1
]
=
m∑
k=0
(−m)k(a)k
k!(c)k
2F1
[−k; d− b;
d;
1
]
=
m∑
k=0
k∑
‘=0
(−1)‘ (d− b)‘
‘!(d)‘
(−m)k(a)k
(k − ‘)!(c)k
=
m∑
‘=0
(
m
‘
)
(a)‘(d− b)‘
(c)‘(d)‘
2F1
[−m+ ‘; a+ ‘;
c + ‘;
1
]
:
Then (3.2b) can be transformed in the following manner:
3F2
[−m− n; b; c + c′ − 1;
a+ b; c′ − m; 1
]
=
(a)m+n
(a+ b)m+n
3F2
[ −m− n; b; 1− c − m;
1− a− m− n; c′ − m; 1
]
;
which leads us to the reduction formula given by Corollary 3 below.
Corollary 3 (Karlsson et al. [9, p. 219, Eq. (3.3)]).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(a)i(−m)i
i!(c)i
(b)j(−n)j
j!(c′)j
(3.3a)
=
(a)m+n(1− c′)m
(c)m(a+ b)m+n
3F2
[ −m− n; b; 1− c − m;
1− a− m− n; c′ − m; 1
]
: (3.3b)
In case
(j) =
(+ m)j
(− n)j ( j∈N0); (3.4)
(3.1b) may be reduced again by setting i + j = k as follows:
Eq(3:1b) =
m+n∑
k=0
(c + c′ − 1)k(b)k
(c′ − m)k(a+ b)k
(−m)k
k!
k∑
j=0
(−n)j(−k)j(+ m)j
j!(1 + m− k)j(− n)j :
Applying the PfaN–SaalschOutz theorem [11, p. 243, Eq. (III.2)] to the last sum with respect to j, we
have
3F2
[ −n;−k; + m;
1 + m− k; − n; 1
]
=
(−m− n)k()k
(−m)k(− n)k :
Finally, upon simplifying the result, we get the following reduction formula.
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Proposition 1 (Reduction formula for double series).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i(a)i
i!(c)i
(−n)j(b)j
j!(c′)j
(+ m)j
(− n)j (3.5a)
=
(1− c′)m
(c)m
4F3
[−m− n; b; c + c′ − 1; ;
a+ b; c′ − m; − n; 1
]
: (3.5b)
Performing the replacements a→ a+ n, b→ b− n, and → b in Proposition 1, we deduce another
reduction formula due to Karlsson et al. [9], given by
Corollary 4 (Karlsson et al. [9, p. 219, Eq. (3.4)]).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
(c + c′ − 1)i+j
(a+ b)i+j
(−m)i(a+ n)i
i!(c)i
(−n)j(b+ m)j
j!(c′)j
(3.6a)
=
(1− c′)m
(c)m
3F2
[−m− n; b; c + c′ − 1;
a+ b; c′ − m; 1
]
: (3.6b)
Remark 1. In view of Corollaries 2 and 4, the transformation formula (2.2) stated in Corollary 1
follows immediately, which is precisely the alternative approach presented by Karlsson et al. [9,
p. 219 et seq.] (see also [8]).
4. Bivariate q-hypergeometric transformations
For arbitrary (real or complex) parameters q, , and  (|q|¡ 1), let
(; q) :=
∞∏
j=0
(
1− q j
1− q+j
)
=
(; q)∞
(q; q)∞
(4.1a)
denote the basic (or q-) shifted factorial, so that [cf. Eq. (1.1a)]
(; q)n =
{
1 (n= 0;  = 1)
(1− )(1− q) · · · (1− qn−1) (n∈N; ∈C)
(4.1b)
and
lim
q→1
{
(q; q)n
(q; q)n
}
=
()n
()n
(n∈N0): (4.1c)
Also, for the sake of brevity, we write
[1; : : : ; l; q]n := (1; q)n · · · (l; q)n (l∈N \ {1}): (4.1d)
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Then the basic (or q-) hypergeometric series is de?ned by (cf. [4,6,7,11,12])
r s
[
a1; : : : ; ar;
b1; : : : ; bs;
q; z
]
=
∞∑
k=0

(−1)kq
( k
2
)

1+s−r
[a1; : : : ; ar; q]k
[b1; : : : ; bs; q]k
zk
(q; q)k
; (4.2)
provided that no zeros appear in the denominator on the right-hand side.
Lemma 1 (q-Extension of Appell’s reduction formula).
∞∑
i; j=0
(A; q)i+j
(C; q)i+j
(B; q)i(C=B; q)j
(q; q)i(q; q)j
(
Cx
B
)i
y j (4.3a)
=
(Ay; q)∞
(y; q)∞
3 2
[
A; B; y=x;
C; Ay;
q;
Cx
B
]
: (4.3b)
In view of the limit relationship (4.1c), by replacing A, B, and C by qa, qb, and qc, respectively,
and then letting q→ 1, we obtain Appell’s reduction formulae (1.2).
Proof. Recalling the q-binomial expansion in the forms:
(qnAy; q)∞
(y; q)∞
=
∞∑
‘=0
(qnA; q)‘
(q; q)‘
y‘
and
(y
x
; q
)
n
=
n∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
n
k
]
q
( k
2
) (y
x
)k
;
we can write (4.3b) as follows:
Eq(4:3b)= 3 2
[
A; B; y=x;
C; Ay;
q;
Cx
B
]
(Ay; q)∞
(y; q)∞
=
∞∑
n=0
[A; B; q]n
[q; C; q]n
(
Cx
B
)n (qnAy; q)∞
(y; q)∞
(y
x
; q
)
n
=
∑
n;k;‘
(−1)k (A; q)n+‘(B; q)n
(C; q)n(q; q)n−k
xn−kyk+‘
(q; q)k(q; q)‘
(
C
B
)n
q
( k
2
)
=
∑
i; j¿0
(A; q)i+j(B; q)i
(q; q)i(q; q)j(C; q)i
(
C
B
)i
xiy j
∑
k¿0
(q−j; q)k(qiB; q)k
(q; q)k(qiC; q)k
(
C
B
qj
)k
;
where the last step follows from replacements of the summation indices:
n− k = i
k + ‘ = j
}
⇒ n+ ‘ = i + j:
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Applying the q-Gauss theorem [11, p. 247, Eq. (IV.3)] to the sum with respect to k, we have
2 1
[
q−j; Bqi;
Cqi;
q;
C
B
qj
]
=
(C=B; q)j
(Cqi; q)j
;
which leads us to (4.3a). This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Remark 2. The basic reduction formula (4.3) stated in Lemma 1 can also be deduced as a conse-
quence of a result due to Andrews [1, p. 618, Theorem 1] (see also [2, Section 4]):
∞∑
i; j=0
(A; q)i+j
(C; q)i+j
(b; q)i(d; q)j
(q; q)i(q; q)j
xiy j =
(A; q)∞(bx; q)∞(dy; q)∞
(C; q)∞(x; q)∞(y; q)∞
· 3 2
[
C=A; x; y;
bx; dy;
q; A
]
(4.4)
on account of the known transformation (cf. [7, p. 241, Eq. (III.10)]):
3 2
[
a; b c;
d; e;
q;
de
abc
]
=
(a; q)∞(de=ab; q)∞(de=ac; q)∞
(d; q)∞(e; q)∞(de=abc; q)∞
· 3 2
[
d=a; e=a; de=abc;
de=ab; de=ac;
q; a
]
: (4.5)
Theorem 4 (Terminating q-extension of Theorem 1).
∞∑
m;n=0
q−mn
(a; q)m+n(b; q)m+n
(ab; q)m+n
(cc′=q; q)m+n
(c; q)m(c′; q)n
(y; q)m
(q; q)m
(q−nx; q)n
(q; q)n
xm
(qy
c
)n
(4.6a)
=
∞∑
i; j=0
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(a; q)i(b; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(a; q)j(b; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j
xi
(qy
c
)j
: (4.6b)
Remark 3. The double series on both sides of (4.6) are assumed to be terminating; otherwise the
series would not be convergent. Furthermore, in light of the limit relationship (4.1c), making the
replacements a→ qa, b→ qb, c→ qc, and c′ → qc′ in Theorem 4 and then letting q→ 1, we obtain
Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 4. Setting n= ‘ − m in (4.6a), we may reformulate it as follows:
Eq(4:6a) =
∞∑
‘=0
(a; q)‘(b; q)‘(cc′=q; q)‘
(q; q)‘(ab; q)‘(c′; q)‘
(q−‘x; q)‘
(qy
c
)‘
·
‘∑
m=0
(q−‘; q)m(q1−‘=c′; q)m(y; q)m
(q; q)m(c; q)m(xq−‘; q)m
(
cc′x
qy
q‘
)m
:
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Writing the last line in terms of basic hypergeometric series and then transforming it by means of
Lemma 1 into the following double series:
3 2
[
q−‘; q1−‘=c′; y;
c; xq−‘;
q;
cc′x
qy
q‘
]
(xq−‘; q)‘
=
∑
i; j¿0
(q−‘; q)i+j
(c; q)i+j
(q1−‘=c′; q)i
(q; q)i
(q‘−1cc′; q)j
(q; q)j
(
cc′x
qy
q‘
)i
x j;
we can express (4.6a) as the following triple series:
Eq(4:6a) =
∞∑
‘=0
(a; q)‘(b; q)‘(cc′=q; q)‘
(q; q)‘(ab; q)‘(c′; q)‘
(qy
c
)‘
·
∑
i; j¿0
(q−‘; q)i+j
(c; q)i+j
(q1−‘=c′; q)i
(q; q)i
(q‘−1cc′; q)j
(q; q)j
(
cc′x
qy
q‘
)i
x j:
Performing the summation index replacements:
i + j → m
‘ − i → n
}
⇒
{
i → m− j
‘→ m+ n− j
with some simple manipulation, we can restate the triple series as follows:
Eq(4:6a) =
∞∑
m;n=0
(a; q)m+n(b; q)m+n
(ab; q)m+n
(cc′=q; q)m+n
(c; q)m(c′; q)n
xmynq−mn
(q; q)m(q; q)n
(q
c
)n
·
∑
j¿0
(q−m; q)j(q−n; q)j(q1−m−n=ab; q)j
(q; q)j(q1−m−n=a; q)j(q1−m−n=b; q)j
q j:
The last sum with respect to j may be expressed in terms of basic hypergeometric series and then
evaluated by means of the q-PfaN–SaalschOutz theorem [11, p. 247, Eq. (IV.4)] as follows:
3 2
[
q−m; q−n; q1−m−n=ab;
q1−m−n=a; q1−m−n=b;
q; q
]
= qmn
(a; q)m(b; q)m
(qna; q)m(qnb; q)m
:
Replacing, by this evaluation, the inner sum in the ultimate expression for (4.6a), we get the fol-
lowing double series version:
Eq(4:6a) =
∞∑
m;n=0
(cc′=q; q)m+n
(ab; q)m+n
(a; q)m(b; q)m
(q; q)m(c; q)m
(a; q)n(b; q)n
(q; q)n(c′; q)n
xm
(qy
c
)n
;
which is precisely Eq(4:6b). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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5. Reduction formulas for basic double series
Fortunately, all of the reduction formulas obtained in Section 3 possess their q-extensions, which
will be thoroughly investigated in this section.
Theorem 5 (Double q-series transformation). For a complex sequence {(j)}∞j=0, there holds the
following transformation:
(c; q)m
(q=c′; q)m
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(q−m; q)i(a; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(q−n)j(b; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j
(j) (5.1a)
=
(
cc′
q
)m m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
[cc′=q; b; q]i+j
[c′q−m; ab; q]i+j
(qa
c
)i (q−m; q)i
(q; q)i
(q−n; q)j
(q; q)j
(j): (5.1b)
Proof. Rewriting (5.1a) as a triple sum by means of the q-Gauss summation theorem [11, p. 247,
Eq. (IV.3)]:
(a; q)i
(q jab; q)i
= 2 1
[
q−i; q jb;
q jab;
q; qia
]
=
i∑
k=0
(q−i; q)k(q jb; q)k
(q; q)k(q jab; q)k
qkiak
and then changing the summation order over 06 k6 i6m with ‘ := i− k, we can simplify (5.1a)
as follows:
Eq(5:1a) =
(c; q)m
(q=c′; q)m
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(c; q)i(c′; q)j
(b; q)j
(ab; q)j
(j)
· (q
−m; q)i(q−n)j
(q; q)i(q; q)j
2 1

 q−i; q jb;
q jab;
q; qia


=
m∑
k=0
n∑
j=0
(cc′=q; q)k+j
(c; q)k(c′; q)j
(b; q)k+j
(ab; q)k+j
(q−m; q)k(q−n)j
(q; q)k(q; q)j
(j)
· (−a)kq
( 1+k
2
)
(c; q)m
(q=c′; q)m
m−k∑
‘=0
(q−m+k ; q)‘
(q; q)‘
(qk+j−1cc′; q)‘
(qkc; q)‘
q‘:
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Evaluating the last sum again by using the q-Gauss theorem [11, p. 247, Eq. (IV.4)]:
2 1
[
q−m+k ; qk+j−1cc′;
qkc
q; q
]
= q(m−k)(k+j−1)
(q1−j=c′; q)m−k
(qkc; q)m−k
(cc′)m−k
=
(
cc′
q
)m (q=c′; q)m
(c; q)m
(
−1
c
)k (c; q)k(c′; q)j
(q−mc′; q)k+j
q
−
( k
2
)
and simplifying the result, we get the series transformation (5.1) stated in Theorem 5.
Letting i + j = k, we can express (5.1b) alternatively as follows:
Eq(5:1b) =
(
cc′
q
)m m+n∑
k=0
[cc′=q; b; q]k
[c′q−m; ab; q]k
(q−m$; q)k
(q; q)k
(qa
c
)k
(5.2a)
·
n∑
j=0
(
qm
c
a
)j (q−k ; q)j
(q1+m−k$; q)j
(q−n$; q)j
(q; q)j
(j)
∣∣∣∣
$→1
; (5.2b)
where the parameter $ is introduced in order to ensure that every q-shifted factorial in the sum is
well de?ned.
Firstly, by letting
(j) =
(a
c
q1−m
)j
(j∈N0) (5.3)
in (5.2), the j-sum (5.2b) can be evaluated by means of the aforementioned q-Gauss theorem as
follows:
2 1
[
q−k ; q−n$;
q1+m−k$;
q; q
]
=
(q−m−n; q)k
(q−m=$; q)k
:
Substituting this into (5.2) and then writing the result in terms of basic hypergeometric series, we
get the following reduction formula.
Proposition 2 (Reduction formula for double q-series).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi+j
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(q−m; q)i(a; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(q−n)j(b; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j
(a
c
q−m
)j
(5.4a)
=
(q=c′; q)m
(c; q)m
(
cc′
q
)m
3 2
[
q−m−n; b; cc′=q;
ab; c′q−m;
q;
qa
c
]
: (5.4b)
Secondly, upon setting
(j) =
(a
c
q1+n
)j
(j∈N0) (5.5)
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in (5.2), the j-sum (5.2b) may be evaluated again through the q-Gauss theorem as follows:
2 1
[
q−k ; q−n$;
q1+m−k$;
q; q1+m+n
]
=
(q−m−n; q)k
(q−m=$; q)k
(
qn
$
)k
:
Substituting this into (5.2) and then writing the result in terms of basic hypergeometric series, we
get the following reduction formula.
Proposition 3 (Reduction formula for double q-series).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi+j
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(q−m; q)i(a; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(q−n)j(b; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j
(a
c
qn
)j
(5.6a)
=
(q=c′; q)m
(c; q)m
(
cc′
q
)m
3 2
[
q−m−n; b; cc′=q;
ab; c′q−m;
q;
a
c
q1+n
]
: (5.6b)
Next we recall the q-hypergeometric transformation (cf. [7, p. 242, Eq. (III.13)]):
3 2
[
q−m; a; b;
c; d;
q;
cd
ab
qm
]
=
(c=a; q)m
(c; q)m
3 2
[
q−m; a; d=b;
q1−m a=c; d;
q; q
]
; (5.7)
which can also be derived directly by using twice the q-Gauss theorem as follows:
3 2
[
q−m; a; b;
c; d;
q;
cd
ab
qm
]
=
m∑
k=0
(
qm
c
a
)k (q−m; q)k(a; q)k
(q; q)k(c; q)k
2 1
[
q−k ; d=b;
d;
q; q
]
=
m∑
k=0
k∑
‘=0
(c
a
)k (−1)‘(d=b; q)‘
(q; q)‘(d; q)‘
(q−m; q)k(a; q)k
(q; q)k−‘(c; q)k
q
mk−k‘+
( 1+‘
2
)
=
m∑
‘=0
(
−c
a
)‘ (q−m; q)‘(a; q)‘(d=b; q)‘
(q; q)‘(c; q)‘(d; q)‘
q
m‘−
( ‘
2
)
· 2 1
[
q−m+‘; aq‘;
cq‘;
q;
c
a
qm−‘
]
:
We can rewrite the transformation formula stated in Proposition 3 as
Corollary 5 (q-Extension of Karlsson et al. [9, p. 219, Eq. (3.3)]).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi+j
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(q−m; q)i(a; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(q−n)j(b; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j
(a
c
qn
)j
(5.8a)
=
(a; q)m+n(q=c′; q)m
(ab; q)m+n(c; q)m
(
cc′
q
)m
3 2
[
q−m−n; b; q1−m=c;
q1−m−n=a; c′q−m;
q; q
]
: (5.8b)
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Finally, by setting
(j) =
(a
c
)j (qm; q)j
(q−n; q)j
q j−mj (j∈N0) (5.9)
in (4.2), the j-sum (5.2b) can be evaluated by means of the q-PfaN–SaalschOutz theorem [11, p. 247,
Eq. (IV.4)] as follows:
3%2
[
q−k ; q−n$; qm;
q1+m−k$; q−n;
q; q
]
=
(q−m−n; q)k(=$; q)k
(q−m=$; q)k(q−n; q)k
:
Substituting this into (5.2) and then writing the result in terms of basic hypergeometric series, we
get the following reduction formula.
Proposition 4 (Reduction formula for double q-series).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi+j
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(q−m; q)i(a; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(q−n; q)j(b; q)j(qm; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j(q−n; q)j
(a
c
q−m
)j
(5.10a)
=
(q=c′; q)m
(c; q)m
(
cc′
q
)m
4 3
[
q−m−n; b; cc′=q; ;
ab; c′q−m; q−n;
q;
qa
c
]
: (5.10b)
For  → 0 and  → ∞, the reduction formula (5.10) stated in Proposition 4 becomes those stated
in Propositions 2 and 3, respectively.
Performing the replacements a → aqn, b → bq−n, and  → b in Proposition 4, we can deduce
the following q-extension of a result due to Karlsson et al. [9, p. 219, Eq. (3.4)], which is already
stated as Corollary 4 above.
Corollary 6 (q-Extension of Corollary 4).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi+j
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(q−m; q)i(aqn; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(q−n; q)j(bqm; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j
(a
c
qn−m
)j
(5.11a)
=
(q=c′; q)m
(c; q)m
(
cc′
q
)m
3 2
[
q−m−n; b; cc′=q;
ab; c′q−m;
q;
a
c
q1+n
]
: (5.11b)
Comparing the reduction formula (5.6) stated in Proposition 3 with that in Corollary 6, we imme-
diately get the following q-extension of another result considered by Karlsson et al. [9, p. 216, Eq.
(1.12)], which is already displayed in Corollary 1 above.
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Theorem 6 (q-Extension of Corollary 1).
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi+j
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(q−m; q)i(aqn; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(q−n; q)j(bqm; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j
(a
c
qn−m
)j
(5.12a)
=
m∑
i=0
n∑
j=0
qi+j
(cc′=q; q)i+j
(ab; q)i+j
(q−m; q)i(a; q)i
(q; q)i(c; q)i
(q−n)j(b; q)j
(q; q)j(c′; q)j
(a
c
qn
)j
: (5.12b)
6. Concluding remarks and observations
We have seen that the formal power series method enables us to successfully derive the double
series transformation (1.4) from the transformation (1.3) due to Lee et al. [10]. However, this same
technique does not seem to apply readily to the q-case given by Theorem 4. We, therefore, content
ourselves with a slightly weaker result (Theorem 4), which we have derived here via hypergeometric
reduction formulas.
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